Walmart sonoma

These products are great but they're massively overpriced. Purchases you make through our
links may earn us a commission. I have a bone to pick with Williams Sonoma. As much as I love
their pumpkin spice bread mix and peppermint bark , their prices can be quite outrageous on a
lot of the things they sell. Even worse, their sales can be highly misleading. We dug deeper into
some of the most popular products sold at Williams Sonoma to see if they could be purchased
at another retailer for a better price. Here at 10 things you should never buy at Williams
Sonoma. Williams Sonoma might have their own line of incredible cookbooks on vegetables,
pressure cooking, and basically every type of cuisine you could ever want, but Amazon still
reigns supreme in book prices. You can get nearly all the William Sonoma cookbooks for
cheaper at the online giant. Shop for Williams Sonoma cookbook on Amazon instead. Victorinox
makes quality, affordable knives, but they're even more affordable at other retailers. Victorinox
knives are known for their quality and affordability. You can often find Victorinox paring knives
and boning knives cheaper on Amazon, too. Instead, stick to brands like Breville, KitchenAid,
and Cuisinart, which we found perform at the top of their class and still look sleek. Shop for our
favorite pop-up toasters instead. Cast iron skillets are a somewhat magical cookware because
they can be used on the stovetop, in the oven, or on the grill. Lodge has made a name for itself
as the best of the best in cast iron. You might as well buy two or just save some money at the
big box store instead. My mother, a semi-professional baker, always has at least three bottles of
Nielsen-Massey Madagascar Bourbon Vanilla Extract in her pantry. This stuff is hailed as the
superior vanilla extract for using pure vanilla, which adds an intense flavor to all baked goods.
Yes, you can make salsa and hummus and it, but you can also use it to shred cheese and
quickly slice or rice vegetables. Coffee snobs will tell you that a good pour-over coffee maker
makes the smoothest cup of coffee. Coffee shops and coffee snobs alike use illy coffee for its
perfect grinds and smooth flavor. Having a toaster oven is a game changer. Not only does it
make, well, toast, but you can also use it as a mini oven for baking Pilsbury cookies or cooking
a frozen pizza without having to wait for the oven to heat up. You probably want the best of the
best , which we found to be the Breville Smart Oven Pro. The product experts at Reviewed have
all your shopping needs covered. Follow Reviewed on Facebook , Twitter , and Instagram for
the latest deals, product reviews, and more. We help you find the best stuff and make the most
of the stuff you already own. Popular Search Terms washer review dishwasher refrigerator air
fryer lg tcl tv sony all-clad. Money All Money Credit Cards. Written by Courtney Campbell.
Credit: Williams Sonoma. Credit: Smeg. Related content best-right-now The Best Office Chairs
of Credit: Lodge. Credit: Nielsen-Massey. Up next. Cleaning Got allergies? Get our newsletter.
For Businesses. Write a Review. Hours updated 3 weeks ago. Based on info from the business
or our users. Ste Sonoma, CA Powered by HDScores. Ask a question. What hours are prepared
foods available? Often times, they are not available the entire time the store is open. Hello
Megan â€” thanks for shopping with us and for reaching out! Our deli opens at 6 a. From to a.
Your trust is our top concern, so businesses can't pay to alter or remove their reviews. Learn
more. I stopped by Sonoma Market this morning to pick up some flowers for my co-workers
birthday. I was on crutches after a recent foot injury. As I left the store, the woman working in
the Florist section came over and helped me to my car. It was so nice and really above and
beyond. I have been shopping here since and love everyone that works there. I have nothing but
nice things to say about Sonoma Market. It's our hub of Sonoma. Business owner information.
Cody M. Business Manager. Thanks a bunch for stopping by, Lisa! I'm so glad you feel our store
is the community's hub and that you've always been so happy with our service. I can't wait to
share this with Lynn, our floral specialist. Hope your foot's recovery goes smoothly. Best
wishes from all your friends here at Sonoma Market! Read more. Thank you to the kind people
at Sonoma Market for staying open amd supplying us with all our needs during the current SIP
even playing out throughout California. Not only did we get everything we need but also a free
sample 6oz ice cream. Thank you staff for risking your health so that we can survive this shelter
in place with all the goodies we need. Hello Michael, I really want to thank you for being our
guest, and it's our pleasure to serve you. Take good care - hope you're having a great day. I've
been going to this Whole Foods location in Sonoma for some time and it is and has always been
outstanding. Despite the fact that yes, it's pricey and often I pay a bit more, the quality is good.
The staff and crew are always helpful and do an excellent job. Recently I just discovered
Rugelach at Whole Foods, perhaps it is a holiday-seasonal offering? Not sure! All I know is I am
a fan! It is so delicious, especially with that morning cup of coffee or tea. Last week I looked and
looked but it was gone. So I asked the crew at the bakery section if there was any more. The
staff were very nice and went back into the pantry and got me the last two packages for that
week. I was so honored and grateful. Because this Rugelach is so delicious I have to really
discipline myself not to eat an entire package in one day. I highly recommend you stop by the
bakery section and look at the the pastries and baked goods. Especially at holiday time. I'm still

hoping gingerbread will appear. But for now, Rugelach is my favorite indulgence for the winter
holiday season. Lily's vegan Rugelach is at Whole Foods. Worth the price. Oh so delicious!
Definitely a treat! This has become one of my favorite places to shop. Everyone on staff is
friendly, helpful and knowledgeable about the many wonderful products Sonoma Market offers.
Last week or so, at the tasting table, were these delicious all natural scones. The brand is called
"Stonehenge. Each week I go into the market there is always something new the staff or clerks
at the check out stand encourage me to try or taste. Everyone there behind the counter is
helpful and always eager and happy to offer suggestions on how to cook, roast, bake or broil a
choice of fish, poultry, beef or lamb. Yes, the prices can be a bit higher than the supermarkets,
but the quality is outstanding. Again, the meat department at Sonoma Market is the best. High
quality and excellent service. If you want ground sausage, particularly, chorizo or habanero,
they will make it for you. This is one of the best specialty markets ever. The meat and fish
department at Sonoma Market is the best. It was recommended that I try the marinated
"butterfly-leg of lamb". Oh, it is delicious! Outstanding, really! And well, worth the price. I
bought the small size on Tuesday of last week. We had lamb sandwiches for several days
afterward. Oh so good. It is good to broil or bake till medium rare or not quite well done. Really a
wonderful treat for any family dinner and as said before well worth the price. This place is
among the best. It is where the locals go to shop and it has so much to offer. The quality of the
items the service and the atmosphere makes shopping a uplifting experience. When in town,
make time to visit Sonoma Market. Sonoma Market is a treat! Yes, the cost is a bit more but the
quality and commitment to service is outstanding. Hello Austin, I'm very sorry you had such a
poor experience. Our goal is to give you the best possible service, and we're really hoping to
find out more information. When you have the chance, please call our store and ask for me or
my assistant store director, Vicente. We'd really like to express our apologies and find out more
information, so we can better address this with our team. Hope to hear from you soon. Elite '
Unexpected place. An amazing veggie sandwich. Plus we picked up a couple of apples. Would
definitely go back for me food items. Couldn't have been happier with the service and the
quality of the food. Please keep up the good work. We will definitely be back when in town
again. Thanks a bunch for stopping by, Wendy. Great to hear our team took excellent care of
you and that you enjoyed the sandwich and apples. We'll look forward to serving you again next
time you visit Sonoma! They got a little bit of everything! You walk in thinking it's just a grocery
store - but the selection is thoughtfully curated. Local coffee, local chocolate and TONS of fresh
produce! We got some lovely strawberries and sandwiches from the deli. The Firecracker
sandwich Turkey, pepper jack, bell peppers, red onion, spring mix and chipotle mayo was a
great choice - and truly massive! I also really really enjoyed the veggie option Van Gogh. It's
refreshing and the flavors of red onion, pickles, hummus, avocado, sprouts go very well
together. Caveat : there are way more sandwiches than you see on the website, so recommend
ordering at the market rather than online. Also - functional and clean bathroom available for
paying customers! Hi Malavika, thanks so much for stopping by! Glad you enjoyed everything
from our local coffee to our sandwiches - great choice on the Firecracker and Van Gogh. Look
forward to serving you next time you visit! Super friendly staff and ultra clean store. An
absolute delight to shop. Highly recommend. They have employees on hand spraying down and
wiping carts and hand sanitizer ready and wipes for customers. Just wanted to say a big "thank
you" for shopping with us and for your kind review, Brian. Glad you enjoy our store! Hope
you're having a great day, and we'll see you again soon. This might be my favorite grocery store
ever. Not kidding. This small neighborhood style market has everything I need to make my daily
salads. The meat and fish department is very good and the workers their are always helpful. I
highly recommend the Scottish salmon. Its so good. The prepared foods are also very good in
the deli. Its disappointing their isn't a place like this near my house but when i visit my Dad in
Sonoma I love to do my shopping for the week here. Hi Steven, I really want to thank you for
stopping by whenever you visit your Dad. It means a lot to hear you enjoy our store. Whenever
you need anything, we'll be glad to help. Hope you're having a terrific day, and we'll look
forward to serving you next time you're in town! Forget Whole Foods. Once you've shopped at
Sonoma Market, there's no going back. The best deli, the best fish market, the best meat market
and fabulous produce. The only down side is I have to drive from Napa to shop there. Thanks so
much for making the drive from Napa, Dotty! My team and I really appreciate the chance to
serve you and we look forward to seeing you again soon. Hope you're having a wonderful day!
Need holiday catering? Sonoma Market to the rescue! I was coming to Sonoma for the holidays
and we all decided: we want to eat at home, but no one wants to cook. Sonoma Market had so
many choices! Ham, turkey, prime rib, lasagna, all the sides you could want and even a
hannukah option with latkes, brisket and matza ball soup! We went with a hannukah meal and a
Christmas turkey meal and we all were impressed. The smallest option was for , and we went

with that for our party of 5 and have lots of leftovers. The proteins were fantastic: the brisket
and turkey were cooked perfectly. We all agreed actually some of the bets we've had. The
hannukah meal was less impressive, but I get it, not sure how many Jews up in Sonoma.
However, the Xmas dinner sides were fantastic, with highlighting the green bean casserole and
sweet potatoes. My mother-in-law was impressed with the upscale market selections when she
went to go pick up the meal. Thanks so much for giving our holiday meals a shot, Stephanie! I'm
glad you and your family enjoyed them and I'll be sure to let our kitchen crew know. This'll be a
big encouragement to them. Take good care, and my team and I wish you and yours a very
happy New Year! We were in Sonoma for a friends wedding and got lucky to find this cute
market. The produce is fresh and they have lots of assortments of drinks, snacks and general
household goods. It's a great one stop shop. One of the things I really enjoyed about this place
is the deli inside that makes some delicious and generously portioned sandwiches! Thanks so
much for stopping by while you were in town, Sophie. I'll be sure to share this with my team,
including our sandwich-makers. Hope to serve you again next time you're in Sonoma! First time
I came here the sandwich was amazing. Second time I open my sandwich no ranch or hot
sauce. It was completely dry and flavorless. I brought it back in. Instead of making me a new
sandwich he gives me the same one again hardly any ranch or hot sauce wtf?? Waste of time
and money. They need to train their staff on how to make a sandwich no one likes a dried out
sandwich with no flavor. Hi Sarah, I'm very sorry we didn't make your sandwich right the first
time and then failed to remake it correctly. Your frustration is totally understandable, and our
kitchen leaders will certainly address this with our team. Please give me a call at the store when
you have the chance: - I'd really like to apologize and make this up to you. If I'm unavailable, just
ask for my assistant store director, Vicente Osegueda, or our kitchen manager, Zach Beamish.
One word regarding the sandwiches: delicious! Make sure you have the people at the deli warm
it up for you, and grab a Lacroix as the beverage of choice! Great choice on the combo of a
warm sandwich and a La Croix, Jerome. Really appreciate you stopping by! The meat section
here is the reason I drive from Napa. The meat seems so fresh. I also got one of the most
beautiful lettuce heads here straight from the farm. Thanks so much for making the drive from
Napa, Sheryl. I can't wait to share this with our meat and produce teams. Best little market in
town. Of course it's more economical to shop at Safeway but the produce is fresher and the deli
is excellent. Hello Don, I'm glad you're pleased with our fresh produce and deli and I really want
to thank you for being our guest. Look forward to serving you again soon! Great alternative to
the major grocery store chains. It is part of Nuggets, but I still consider them small. Wonderful
produce and meat departments. I also appreciated the great selection of spirits. The beverage
manager was very knowledgeable and helped me select several interesting gins that created a
great gift. Sonoma Market carries everything you need to complete your larder! Thanks very
much for giving us the chance to serve you, Amy. I can't wait to share this with our whole team,
including our wine steward, John. Have a wonderful day, and we hope to see you again soon! If
you just want to not cook or even go have a picnic this is the place to go. The staff is incredible
noticing one day I was struggling. When the checker asked if I was okay i told her about my
fibromyalgia, but i had to get groceries that day. She bought me a mini rose bouquet in hopes it
would make my day a bit brighter! Makes me smile just reading it. I also love their sandwiches.
The pork ban mi toasted is my favorite. Their salad bar is the best in Sonoma. Hello Robyn, I'm
glad our team has been helpful and that one of our associates brought you a bouquet. Please
know we truly appreciate you being our guest. Take good care, and we wish you all the best!
Omg this market it amazing I believe it's now Nugget Market although the name on yelp still
says Sonoma Market. The prepared food section has an amazing variety. The bakery was fully
stocked and everything looked great. They had fresh gelato inside,coffee bar, and an amazing
selection of cheese and produce. Overall, this market it fully stocked and amazing. They also
has about 5 inside tables in you want to eat in. It's terrific to hear you enjoy everything from our
cheeses to our gelato, Alissa. I really want to thank you for stopping in and for your kind review.
Hope to see you again soon! This place was ok. Nothing really special. Almost comparable to a
Whole Foods, but just lower on stock and running out of things. The bakery was scarce,
produce scarce, and everything needed restocked. The store was fairly clean, but a little
unorganized. The staff was friendly. They helped us find something we were looking for. This
place is just average to me. It could use a bit of a facelift in some areas, but otherwise fine. Hello
Abby, thanks very much for stopping by while you were in town, and I'm glad you found our
team to be so friendly and helpful. Also, we'll be sure to keep our eyes on our stock level.
Amazing sandwiches! Some of the best homemade sandwiches we have ever had! I had the
veggie portobello sandwich and added avocado. Jason liked his so much that he finished the
leftover for breakfast the next morning. Hi there Bailey, I'm so glad you and Jason liked your
sandwiches. Thanks a bunch for stopping by our deli - hope to see you again soon! Business
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HDScores. Ask a question. Do any of the SR or Rohnert Park walmarts have a Walmart
optometry not independent and which is closes off fwy? Rohnert Park is close to the freeway
and at least had one the last time I was there. Santa Rosa doesn't have a Walmart. Next one is in
Windsor and I know nothing about that one. Your trust is our top concern, so businesses can't
pay to alter or remove their reviews. Learn more. I just want to say I am so so so sorry to the
cashier s who were present when I got into a verbal altercation with the man behind me in line
today. This guy coughed I think his mask was on at that point? I hope? I fully lost my patience
when he then pulled his mask down to his chin and was just standing there like that and asked
me why I rolled my eyes at him. I'm so so sorry and truly hope I did not make it worse, you guys
don't deserve to have to deal with that. Thank you for working and helping customers during
this pandemic. You are appreciated and again, my apologies for losing my temper at that guy.
Went out last night to pick up my son's birthday present at 8 o'clock only to be told that despite
the new closing hours of they were stopping to let people in. The people in front were ordered
to stop letting them in and the line of demarcation was the person exactly in front of me. I saved
for it for months and had him with me. I made a massive scene and asked to speak to the
manager who still would not let us in. I made it incredibly difficult for those people to do their
jobs and embarrassed myself in front of everybody including my son. With a lunatic in the oval
office and a pandemic engulfing the country these people have a tough enough job without
people like me, selfish and entitled. They all handled it with grace and dignity and I stomped
away like Cartman from South Park. Any employees are offended I would like to apologize to
them as well. I won't forget and I'm sorry. Thanks for doing your job end serving the community
the best that you can. From department to department, he searched high and low for me
Another reason to dislike Walmart. I accidentally bought the wrong size of shoes. Didn't even
take them out of the bag. My son didn't even set eyes on them. I went in today to exchange for
the size up but they are refusing the exchange. They have no idea when they'll allow exchange
or return. Target allows both. Shop Target. Elite ' I finally got my glasses!! The staff worked hard
to rectify their mistake, it took a lot longer than it should have. The ladies kept their cool, and
got the job done. I love my glasses, although I don't think the lenses are purple or anti-reflective
, for the most part; I'm satisfied! Purple lenses, or frames? Or, both? I visited this location to
order glasses; this would be my sixth pair of glasses from Wal-Mart Vision Center in nine years;
from this location as well as the Richmond location here in California. This has by far been the
worst experience yet. I ordered glasses on February 17, and was told that since there was no
expiration date on my prescription which was written a few months prior that they'd have to
contact the doctor for an expiration date; now, the law as I know it is that eye glass

prescriptions expire two years from the date written UNLESS there's an expiration date on them.
I didn't have a problem at the other place I got my reading glasses from; but Wal-Mart insists it
must have an expiration date. I contacted my doctor the next morning and the woman at his
office was upset at the incompetency of Wal-Mart Vision Center and asked why I went there; and
frankly, it's more cost effective and I've never had a problem in the past. As a matter of fact,
normally, the glasses come in early and are fabulous. I got a call from Anna about six days after
stating my glasses arrived but the axis was off, she then proceeded to tell me that Wal-Mart
Vision Center was sending them back to Nikon "under warranty" for repair. That didn't seem like
an acceptable business practice, why use my warranty for a mistake in processing at the lab?
I'll be waiting for her to get back to me today 3. Read more. I went back in to see if I had grabbed
the wrong chairs and took a picture of the sign above the bin of chairs. I took the chairs, receipt
and picture to customer service and the employee lied to me saying there is another sign on the
other sign of the bin. I got my money back and left. I hope my next review will be a positive one.
All I know for sure is I'm done with Walmart for good. I know Walmart doesn't care that it is
stealing from people, but I feel a little better writing this review. I'll keep this one short, sort of
Overall, I don't mind Walmart. The prices are always reasonable, overall the employees are
friendly, and the lines move quickly. Today we stopped in for 1. I will say, I guess you get what
you pay for because the motor oil section was a mess. Much of the oil was in the wrong
location, and a bunch of spots were empty. A lot of the empty spots could have been filled with
the oil that was on the "ask for assistance" top shelf There were multiple well-stocked displays
of wrapping paper. Everything from the fancy expensive stuff to the cheap dollar-store-like stuff.
No complaints here. I put it on the front of my truck and it survived there for several thousand
miles. Unfortunately, this Walmart's wreath selection in is disappointing. I know stuff gets more
expensive each year but this is a little over the top. When it came to checkout, we went through
the garden section because I always park near there since it's closer to the car stuff So we
literally waited in line about 30 seconds! I wish we did that at work haha. So good job Walmart!
In conclusion, if they were a little more attentive with stocking items and overall store
appearance, vs having a company meeting in the middle of an aisle yes, on the way out we had
to excuse ourselves through about half a dozen Walmart employees blocking the path and
talking about who knows what , this Walmart would be worth of five stars. If they don't have it
on the shelf don't bother asking for help I walked around and asked no less than five people if
they could help me find out if the pants were available in my size either in a store or online not
one person working there could help me they have no clue what's going on worst experience of
customer service they just don't care so I walked out. This is one of the busier Walmarts I have
ever been to. It is often times very crowded in the parking lot as well as in the store. I try and
keep my visits to this location very short lived, parking on the outskirts so I do not have to deal
with the crazy drivers in the lot. The staff is friendly and helpful tho- my last visit brought me
there on grounds of getting a paycheck cashed during the weekend. While it was not a quick in
and out the staff member was very friendly. I very rarely leave reviews, but I had such an awful
experience here. This is easily the worst Walmart I've ever been to. The associates are not
helpful, they generally ignore you, and when they do decide to call for an associate to help you
they never even show up. If I could give this no stars I would. Gets worse every year. Dirty, slow
long lines, bad vibes, dumb management must lead to the bad employees, apathy, dirty carts,
alcohol a pain to buy, the adjoining McDonalds sucks, rude gross people quasi-living in the
McDonalds, and the deals are nowhere as good as they used to be. I don't think I will ever travel
here again. Maybe the Walmart at Oakland Hilltop is better? What can you say about Walmart?
Nothing that special and your right. The old ladies are nice sum. And the young people are okay
there just there. There's some good customer service employees but the rest are shit and you
know it. Low prices? Hmm tonight I went to go see Walmart since the pandemic. There was a
item which is like a 3 drawer organizer which was around 9. Sorry it's I just wanted to post this
yelp so you can have a shitty review Walmart. Thanks for nothing. Love love love the prices!
Sales people were all in the holiday Spirit. The lines were fast and efficient. They even had the
Ellen clothes. Lots of slippers too! So I got there and started looking around for the item
couldn't find, so I asked an employee, hey do you have CB antenna's the employee said no that
all they had was fm antennas, I said are you sure..?? I said, I have it right here on my phone that
you carry them and that you have them in stock..!! And proceeded to show him on my phone
look it's right there..!! He then said O you have too order that..!! I said how long will it take too
get it, he then stated he didn't know..!! Idk I guess customer service is beyond dead, just sad..!!
Got here at AM. The hours posted on the app said thst they opened at Update the app! This is
the second Walmart I went to today we were in search of hair dye which they didn't have it's
okay tho we came across two nice employees. Think you have it tough my dad is a chef at two
restaurants and has to wear the mask at both jobs that's him wearing the mask for 13 hrs in the

hot kitchen. I could give them a negative I would. I called to make sure they were open since the
corona virus is shutting everything down. I called at 8 the lady on the phone said to be there
before so we got there by and they wouldn't let us in. We were there before like we were told
and they wasted our time! Now, if we were showing up to grab some beer or something non
essential I wouldn't be so mad but we just moved our RV into town and our electrical cord was
somehow damaged and we need parts or else we would have no electricity for the night we are
full timers We tried explaining our situation to the woman at the door and this was her response
"Not my problem" with a ghetto head tilt! What kind of employee speaks to someone that way
when they are desperate? I left so enraged I couldn't think straight. She's lucky my kids were
there, I would have throat punched her! Hope it doesn't get too cold tonight because we have no
way to heat our home. I feel my IQ drop every time I go here. Thus store is dumpy. The
availability of merchandise is subpar. Associates are never friendly. The music selection is low.
Women's clothing is non existent for petites. Groceries are bad or go bad quickly because they
dont have the set up to maintain things like produce efficiently. Please never shop and support
this Walmart. This place is always dirty the workers smell bad and always have an attitude like I
owe them something. They obviously don't appreciate the customers. Why support a store that
don't care about the people that shop there. I wen to buy 20 bags of mulch 8am on Saturday Feb
15, and the two older Ladies at the register gave me a very bad attitude when I asked them for
instruction on how to purchase 20 bags of mulch located outside. They told me to get one bag
outside or take a picture of the bar code and give it to them, they did not open the nearest door
located on the garden area and had me walk all the way to the main door. I took one bag and
walk all the way back to them and when I got there one old lady at the register said ok he needs
to do his backyard and the other old lady at the register said "So? I'm still doing something
here" these people are very bad. I hope the management can do sonething with these tyoe of
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